The importance of symmetry and virtual views in three-dimensional object recognition.
Human observers can recognize three-dimensional objects seen in novel orientations, even when they have previously seen only a relatively small number of different views of the object. How our visual system does this is a key problem in vision research. Recent theories and experiments suggest that the human visual system might store a relatively small number of sample two-dimensional views of a three-dimensional object, and recognize novel views by a process of interpolation between the stored sample views. These sample views may be collected during a training phase as the visual system familiarizes itself with the object. Here, we investigate whether constraints on the shapes of objects commonly encountered in the real world can reduce the number of training views required for recognition of three-dimensional objects. We are particularly concerned with the constraint of object symmetry. We show that if an object is bilaterally symmetrical, then additional 'virtual views' can automatically be generated from one sample view by symmetry transformations. These virtual views should make it more easy to recognize novel views of a symmetric than an asymmetric object, when a single sample view has been seen. Recognition should be particularly facilitated when the novel views are close to the virtual view. We present psychophysical results that bear out these predictions. Our results show that the human visual system can indeed exploit symmetry to facilitate object recognition, and support the model for object recognition in which a small number of two-dimensional views are remembered and combined to recognize novel views of the same object. These results raise questions about how symmetry is recognized, and symmetry transformations implemented, in real, biological neural networks.